Lunchbox Lessons -

Conservation
Years 1 to 3

NAME:

What did I pack today?
While you are eating your morning tea at SEA LIFE Sydney Aquarium, take a peek inside your lunch box. Draw the
things you have brought in the lunch box below:

Tick the rubbish items that are in your lunchbox:
Plastic wrap

Aluminium foil

Juice box

Straw

Plastic bag

Apple core

Plastic bottle

Plastic lid

Banana skin

Aluminium can

Paper napkin

Chip packet

Circle the items that can be recycled, reused or composted!

Save our Dugong

Complete in Dugong Island.

At SEA LIFE Sydney Aquarium, people are not allowed to bring any plastic straws or rubbish in with them onto
Dugong Deck. But why?
Tick the correct answer:
Because straws can get stuck in people’s shoes!
Because the dugongs will play with straws and choke on them!
Because the dugongs are afraid of straws!
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What they don’t know can harm them!
Most sea creatures in our oceans can get sick from pollution. They can swallow rubbish by mistake or get tangled
in it. Match the animal to the natural objects in the middle. Then match the natural objects to the rubbish items they
look like most. The first one is done for you!
ANIMAL

NATURAL OBJECT

WHICH LOOKS LIKE

turtle… eats

sea weed

small plastic pieces

seal… plays with

sea jellies

plastic wrap

small fish… eats

a shell

an aluminum can

hermit crab… needs

plankton

a plastic bag

What will you bring tomorrow?
Now that you have learnt about the dangers of rubbish to the ocean and its animals, will you change your lunch
packaging? Yes I will!
Circle the things you can
do to help the animals
of the ocean.

No I won’t!

Use a
reusable
drink bottle

I PROMISE TO…

Pick up
some
rubbish and
put it in the
bin

Throw litter
on the
ground
Eat fruit that
has its own
packaging

Use lots of
plastic

Compost my
food scraps

Recycle
paper,
aluminum,
glass and
plastic

Reduce the
amount of
plastic I use

Reuse
cutlery &
containers

What a load of garbage!
If one school student produces about 3.77 kilograms of rubbish every single school week, how much can be
produced in an entire year? (Hint: There are 39 school weeks per year) __________________________________
How much rubbish would your whole class produce in one year? _______________________________________
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